KIA ORA, NEW ZEALAND!
Travel writer Dini Martinez takes a trip to a far-away island where she encounters immense natural beauty, Maoris and
plenty of unexpected moments and lessons.
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aori legend has it that over
a thousand years ago, their
ancestors migrated with
the whales from Hawaiki
somewhere in Polynesia in
the midst of the huge
Pacific Ocean. They
arrived in many wakas
(sea-going canoes) to
settle in Aotearoa (New Zealand), but Hawaiki
remains the spiritual homeland of the Maori.

Strong Maori influence

From the moment we arrive in the summery
climate in the north of the two main islands that are
home to a mere 4.5 million Kiwis (the colloquial
term for New Zealanders), I am surprised to notice
an omnipresence of the Maori influence.
Much more so than their Aboriginal counterparts
in neighbouring Australia, Maori life is reflected in
people’s faces and language, stories and traditions,
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posters and paintings and even laws and legislation.
The ancients are ever-present in daily life as well as
in rituals and festivities. I assume this is mainly
because, in contrast to their more peaceful
Aboriginal equivalents across the Tasman Strait,
Maoris were warrior tribes.

The harbour district featured an endless array of
boats of all styles and sizes that took the eyes sailing
and the soul dreaming while enjoying a cool glass of
white with fresh seafood in one of the many
restaurants.

Auckland

From Auckland, our journey took us two hours
straight south to visit friends on their stunning farm
past Hamilton. Like most travels, this one offered an
unexpected moment, but this one was unfortunately
of the unsolicited sort.
As I am pregnant, we left the usual kiwi Christmas
drinking frenzy early, looking forward to a romantic
bubble bath in the open-air tub under the palm trees
between our cute visitor bungalow and the main
farmhouse. My husband went off to heat up the gas
boiler to make sure we would be nice and cosy but,
just as I had put the kids to bed, he came rushing
back in complete shock and sporting a hair-style
reminiscent of Michael Jackson in his young years.»

The capital, Auckland, which is based around two
large natural harbours and one extinct volcano,
clearly represents the close proximity to nature everpresent throughout the country.
espite being the most densely populated area in
New Zealand, it feels more like a small town with
high living standards, rather than the country’s
biggest city. In our few days here, the highlights
included the cosy café scene and local arts and crafts
along Queen Street, Kia Ora (Maori for ‘hello’)
greetings throughout and stunning views of the
Hauraki Gulf and Rangitoto Island from the massive
central park called The Domain.

Remote travel adventures
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Top left: Inferno Crater at
Waimangu Volcanic Valley
Right: Whakarewarewa
Forest Left: Hamilton
Below: Tauranga

made an appearance, serious burns were ruled out.
Nevertheless, this misadventure was another part of
an unforgettable Christmas: and we have become
much more careful when handling gas.

Hot stuff

Coromandel Peninsula

Our travel Route – New Zealand, North Island
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«A leak in the gas pipe had caused an explosion inches
away from his face. But we were lucky: 24 hours later,
when an ambulance finally managed to arrive at the
remote area and had taken him to the nearest hospital,
and the one doctor on duty over the festive period finally

The other things we learnt to be wary of were the
picturesque rivers and lakes, so enticing at first glance.
On a stroll to the impressive Inferno Crater at
Waimangu Volcanic Valley, our one-year-old
innocently dipped his little toes in a pristine river we
passed. I was shocked when he pulled his foot back in
tears and only understood why when I made the same
mistake: the water was boiling!
Down the track we came to the source of the river: a
boiling and erupting crystal blue lagoon exposing an
overwhelming sulphuric smell of rotten eggs. Toes and
fingers at a safe distance, the bubbling, steaming pond,
with its lush tropical surroundings, was a sight which
won’t leave our memories. It truly is one of the most
amazing natural wonders we’ve ever seen.
Several black and red-hot volcano beaches, steaming
mud pools under fairy-tale landscapes, boiling rivers
in lush rain forests, bubbling and erupting geysers and
picturesque – as well as over-developed and
commercialised – natural hot-springs later, we settled
into the hot experience and enjoyed a few days out in
Rotorua’s relaxing setting.
At the Rotorua Museum of Art and History, housed
in a large Tudor-style blue bath house, we learnt that
this spa town has been a favourite tourist destination
since the 1800s, embracing mixed-sex bathing as early
as the 1930s.
Pretty much every house on the Southern shore of
bordering Lake Rotorua enjoys its own natural spa.
The region is not only famous for its geothermal
activity, its many lakes and linked recreational
activities, but also mountain biking.

A marvellous day out cycling along the
Whakarewarewa Forest, which includes over 100 km
of mountain bike trails, made it clear to us why it is
also host to the Southern hemisphere’s largest
mountain-bike club.

Natural beauty
Taking a break from these extremes, we spent a few
relaxing white-sandy beach days at the home of friends
in laid-back Tauranga, swimming, surfing and retelling old sailing stories. With only a couple of nights
left before our return to Sydney, we couldn’t miss out
on the Coromandel Peninsula at the south-east end of
the Hauraki Gulf.
A mecca for ecotourism, it is famous for its forest
park, fine beaches – including Hot Water Beach,
stunning views, the elusive monster of the Moehau
Ranges, excellent yachting and scuba diving and,
thanks to recent successful conservation efforts, also
dolphins, Southern right and humpback whales.
At the last minute, we were lucky to get a bungalow
for two nights at the wonderful Grafton Cottage, a
piece of paradise with breathtaking panoramic sea
views.
Run by a family with young kids the same age as
ours, set by a rock pool with whirlpool in a massive
garden with barbeque and views of the most
spectacular sunsets, as well as the oldest, most rustic
and authentic fish shop I’ve ever seen just down the
road, we ended up not seeing much of the rest of the
Peninsula. But sometimes less is more – and that
counts for most of the time when travelling ‘en famille’.
As we took off on our Boeing 787 to Sydney and saw
New Zealand’s landmark long white cloud disappear
into the distance, we knew we were taking with us a
new appreciation and respect for the pure and
immense natural beauty our planet earth has to offer.
E noho rā – (Goodbye (for now).

